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SECTION _ A

Answer any two among a, b and c of each question. Each sub-question
carries 2 marks.

l. a) Write spectroscopic term symbols for

i) cz ii) 02.

b) Write secular determinant for n (pi) bonding in allyl anion using HMO method.

c) Account forthe partial ionic character of HF using M.O. theory.

ll. a) NO shows Q branch in the vibration rotation spectrum. Why ?

. b) Using suitable examples distinguish between parallel and perpendicularv vibrations.

c) Stokes lines are move intense thdn antistokes'lines in thevibrational Raman
sPectrum.

lll. a) Explain with example'isothermal evaporation'.

b) What is meant by local equilibrium ? Explain.

c) State and explain Le Chatelier-Brown principle.

lV. a) The ortho-para ratio of H, is 3 :1. Accountlorthe observation from Statistical
point of view.

b) Electron can never lollow Maxwell Boltzman statistics. Why ?

c) Account for third law of thermodynamics from statistical point of view.
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V. a) Define mean ionic activity coefficient. Write equation for mean ionic activity
coefficient for

. i) LaClg

ii) K2SO4 in terms of the ionic activity coefficients.

b) What is Debye Falkenhagen effect ?

c) What is concentration overpotential ? Explain. (1(}x2 = Zl Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer either'a' or'b' of each question. Each question carries 5 marks. \r'

. Vl. a) Find the ground state energy of He by first order Perturbation method.

b) Calculate the first order correction to the ground state energy of a simple
harmonic oscillator whose potential energy

V,) = f,x^'* *o',*o ,,, =(+)' "-'t *is a constantforthe given svstem.

Vll. a) RotationalconstantBforHClis5cm-1. Findthevalueof Jatwhichmaximum
intensity is observed in the rotation spectrum of HClat 300 K.

b) HCI shows fundamental absorption and first overtone at 2886 and 5668 cm-1

respectively. Calculate the fundamental vibrational frequency and an
harmonicity constant. What is the force constant ? v

Vlll.a) Define phenomenological cciefficient. Show that direct coefficients always

dominate indirect coefficients.

b) Rationalise thermalosmosis using concepts of irreversible thermodynamics.

lX. a) Derive Bose-Einstein distribution law.

b) Briefly discuss theory of paramagnetism using quantum statistics.

X. a) Calculate the mean ionic activity coefficient of 0.01 M CuSOa in water at
300K. A = 0.509.

b) Devise a concentration allto find the solubility of AgCl in water. Discuss.
(5x5 = 25 Marks)
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SECTION - C

Answeranythree questions. Each question carries 10 marks.

Xl. Compare valence bond and molecular obital method of bonding as applied to Hr.
Which is found better ? Justify your answer.

Xll. Use Frank- Condon principle to understand electronic transitions in a diatomic
molecule. Discuss.

Xlll. Name the various types of electrokinetic phenomena. Rationalise any two using
I concepts of ineversible thermodynamics.

XM. Apply Fermi Dirac statistics for electrons in metals. Discuss.

XV. Discuss briefly Debye- Huckel-Onsager theory of electrolytic conduction.

(3x10 = 30 Marks)


